
LEGAL
AGREEMENTS



Entrepreneurs are known to speculate with calculated risks as a recipe to success. When a business is established, certain skills are showcased, 
along with risk taking abilities. These ideas along with the pertinent risk need to be documented along with all legal aspects involved. One should 
ensure that they don’t end up in legal soup by missing out on any of the vital legal documents that a business needs. These legal agreements will 
be the final reference point for resolving all types of disputes which may arise in future between the parties. And once these are executed, it shall 
supersede all earlier agreements like Term Sheet, etc. Hence, it is imperative that the entrepreneur signs on the dotted lines very carefully - 
understanding its implications from various angles.

An agreement is a legally binding arrangement between two or more parties. Several agreements are used throughout the process of funding 
between an investor that wants to fund a business and a company that requires funding. Some of the agreements required are non-disclosure 
agreement, term sheet, subscription agreement, loan agreement, shareholders agreement, etc. among other formalities a company must 
complete before availing of funding. 

Tutorials

Background and Knowledge



The most important documents in the fund raising portion are Shareholders Agreement, Share Subscription Agreement and Share Purchase 
Agreement. There may be other legal agreements, which depend on case to case basis.

Shareholders Agreement: A  Shareholders Agreement is one of the most crucial startup documents that helps to determine the rights and 
liabilities of these shareholders and their ability to exercise these rights. These contracts are very critical as they define the relationship between 
the shareholders of a particular company and are invaluable in case a co-founder decides to leave the organization.

Share Subscription Agreement: A Share Subscription Agreement states an investor’s intent to buy shares and the investor’s qualification to buy 
such shares. It contains the names of the parties involved, the price of the shares, the number of shares, and the responsibility and roles assigned 
to each party in the agreement. To establish credibility, the subscription agreement generally requires a large amount of detailed information 
about the investor. A subscription agreement reveals the financial history and current status of an investor and in a way serves as a screening 
process for the investor. It enables a company to gauge if the investor can provide the funding amount as previously agreed upon.  This 
Agreement is a part of Primary issue.

Share Purchase Agreement: SPA (Share Purchase Agreement) is fundamentally used when you decide to choose a partner or investor in your 
company. This agreement consists of information about terms of sale and purchase of shares and other things. This agreement is prepared with a 
view to buy shares from the existing shareholders and forms part of  secondary issue.

Tutorials

Types of Agreements



● The Term Sheet has been signed and executed
● The Due Diligence is complete and the investor has indicated his intention to proceed on the opportunity
● The Investor has informed the entrepreneur about his legal advisor on way forward
● Draft Agreement is received / likely to be received from Investor side shortly

● As the agreements are drafted by the Investor, the review helps the entrepreneur to understand the significance of each clause properly.
● All agreements are finalised after umpteen rounds of negotiation. Hence it is important that the entrepreneur knows the significant points 

and then negotiates on them.
● It is important for the Entrepreneur to understand what all he is giving away, and where all he needs to say no.
● There are many covenants to the agreement. The Investee company needs to understand them properly to ensure that they are followed 

and adhered to.
● A deeper understanding of the clauses helps when the Company goes for a fresh round of fundraising. He knows - what all he can offer to 

the new Investor.

Benefits

          Requirements 

Tutorials

 Benefits and Requirements



   1  Detailed introductory discussion with the entrepreneur about the business and the stage of 
fundraising.

2 Information Checklist to be sent to entrepreneur – requesting information / documents like 
Term Sheet and entrepreneur to arrange for the information / documents as per the Checklist.

3
SeedUp team to review of each clause of the agreement(s) and other 
associated information and documents critically. Explanatory note on 
key terms and significance in the Agreement(s). Interaction with the 
entrepreneur and understanding the needs

4 Subsequent rounds of interaction with the Investor’s  lawyer and his 
team. Continuous advisory to entrepreneur on how to negotiate with 
the Investor on critical matters.

       5 Final negotiation, finalisation and execution of all agreements with 
the Investor.Le
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Let’s 
Start a
Project
Together! 
Project

Why 
SeedUp?

info@seedup.in

● Completely online

● Time bound closure

● Round the clock customer 

support

● Complete confidentiality

● Cost effective

● Customised packages 


